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ABSTRACT

To accommodate Che high heat flux and neutron
and gamma heat generation In Che first nail of a
-fusion reactor, an array of tubes or tube-bank
forms a first wall shield of the blanket. A series
solution co the mo-dimensional (In r,9 coordin-
ates) , time-dependent heac conduction equaciotr has
been found in ceras of Fourier-Bessel (modified
Bessel) functions. Steady-state solution* are
found as liaiting solutions. The heac sources are
pulsed on and otf co simulate the plasma burn and
cool down periods. In addition to the Bloc num-
bers, the time-dependent solution Is given in terms
of che Fourier, Pomerancaev, and Klrpichev numbers
and numerically evaluated for a wide range of plas-
ma and first wall conditions. Comparison of che
thermal responses of che first wall between alumln-
ua, a high chermal conductivity material and stain-
less seed, a low thermal conductivity material, is
made.

NOMENCLATURE

A • ratio af inside to outside radii,
31 - 3ioc number - h&j/lc,

c - specific heat, J/ksk.,
h » heac transfer coefficient, W/m2 K,

Ki • Kirpichev aodulus • qRj/tdg-Tg),

L-operator. k ( i - L ( t 2-W JL _»_\
\ r 3 t \ 3r/ r* 38'/

Lc « operator, (-5/5e * L/pe),
?o • Pomerancsev aodulus • ORo-/k(T0-T3

q - surface heac flux, a/a',
0 - average volumecric heating, w/a3,
r • radial cordinace, m,

R̂  " inside tub* radiu.-, a,
a,, • outside tuba radius, a,
t • time, sec,
- s temperature, K,
< - thermal diffustvity, n2/s, and
a " densit7, kg/a3.

•Work performed under cha auspices of Che C.S.
Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

-By iccepcance of t h i s a r t i c l e , che publisher and/or
recipient acknowledge cbe U.S. Government's right
:o retain a nonexclusive, royalty-free licen»-e in
and to any copyright covering this paper.

Subscripts

B " bulk coolant, and
o - i n i t i a l time.

1. INTRODUCTION

In che design of fusion reaccor blankets, Che
f i r s t wall , i . e . , the f i r s t material surface to
interface che plasma, i s a c r i t i c a l region since
a l l of the emissions from a reacting plasma may
intersect chls wall. These include ions and neu-
tral par t i c l e s , primary neutrons, x-rays
(Sremsscrahlung) and eydocrcn radiation. In ad-
di t ion , scattered neutrons and gamma radiation
generated in the blanket regions exterior to the
f i r s t v a i l are also imposed on i c . Finally, deu-
terium-tritium gas surrounding the plasma may re-
act chemically with che f irsx wall materials. One
result of these many interactions i s the genera-
tion of appreciable heat which can be up to 20' of
the plasma output. In most analyses, these ef-
fects are lumped into a radiant flux incident on
the f i r s t wal l . I . e . , an applied surface heat flux
boundary condition. A number of ideas have been
set forth to accommodate the high heac fluxes and
aeucron/gamma heac generation in f l r s c walls . A
feature common to several of che designs i s an
array of cubes or cube-bank forming the f lrsc
wel l .

To gain some appreciation of che heac trans-
fer problems of che f i r s t wall, i t Is convenient
co f l r sc categorize che operating regimes of a
fusion reaccor under normal and off-normal condi-
t ions . Under normal operation, we consider re-
actor startup which i s associated with i n i t i a l
plasma fue l ing . This i s a transient condition.
Assuming chat cha plasma burn i s long enough so
that the f i r s t wall eoolanc ve loc i ty , pressure,
temperzcures, e t c . , do noc change with time, a
steady-state mode of operation or condition may be
postulated. Lastly, under normal operacion, chere
i s plasma shutdown, e . g . , plasma pumpdovn for re -
moval of "ash" or iapurlcies or che need co carry
out maintenance during che "off" parlod.

Off-ocrmal conditions can resul t as a conse-
quence of plasma disruptions, e . g . , che plasma
becomes unstable and dump* I t s energy co che f i r s t
wall in a vary shore period of time (milliseconds)
resulting In malting and vaporization of che f i r s t
wall . Loas-of-coolane, or coolant blockage la che
f i r s t wall could likewise resu l t In off-normal
condit ions.
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Experimental fusion reactor conditions will
be characterized by short plasma burns, possibly
cans of seconds If not slightly longer, as wall as
plasma shutdown which may ba tha same length of
tine. Tha rasponse of tha first wall, In this
case, would ba staady, parlodlc la narura.

This study is concerned with normal operating
conditions. In addition to the initial transient
response of the first wall, the general solution
includes steady-state, and the steady, periodic
thermal behavior of the first wall. Of ultimata
concern vi*>,dhe thermal stress which the first wall
--- - ' ' and subsequent problems of ther-

PLASMA

,,, .«»lV£a^iau|»i \ A prerequisite to analyse eheronl
V : sarsptf problems i s a knowledge of the cenperacure

fr of the f i r s t wall which th i s analysis
uld provide.

Fi l lo and Powell [1,2] have analyzed the
"steady state" turbulent heat transfer problem In
a circular tube with variable circumferential heat
flux and volumetric heat generation In the tuba
wall. The current analysis allows for a wider
range of conditions of interest for the fusion re -
actor, since i t Includes nonsteady heat transfer
as wel l . The f luid energy equation i s not coupled
Co che tuba wall conduction equation, though.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

For an applied surface heat flux with cosine
circumferential variation »fc the outer tube wall,
and an assutred uniform heat input on the backside
of tha tube due to contact with adjacent structures
(see Figure 1 ) , the temperature distribution In the
cub* wall can be determined. Both radial and c i r -
cumferential temperature variations are permitted.
While the internal heat generation In the tube wall
due to ueutron/oaana heating decays more or l e s s
exponentially with distance from the plasm*, In
this analysis i< i . assumed constant, I . e . , aver-
aged over tha — J khickneaa. The energy equations
for the tube wall and fluid are uncoupled so chat
che boundary condition at the inner tube wall i s
specified by a heat transfer coe f f i c i en t .

The ewo-diaianslonal, ciae-dependent heat con-
duction equation for the tube wall i s given by:

.-2.
3C

(1)

subject co the following boundary and initial con-
ditions:

k. ~\ q?(e)cos9 0 <?< j ,

In addition to:
T-T 3 t-0o

(2a)

(2b)

(3)

(4)

BREMSSTRAHUUNG
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Figure 1 Tubular first wall to remove heat from
tha plasma

The first boundary condition, Eq. (2a), is
the applied heat flux at Che outer cube wall and
varies with the cosine of the angle. The second
boundary condition, Eq.. (2b), is che assumed uni-
form (in magnitude) heat input on che backside of
che cube due to contact with adjacent "hot" struc-
tures. Equation (3) matches the heat flux at the
boundary between che solid and fluid, allowing for
tha specification of a heat transfer coefficient.
The Initial condition, Eq. (4), assumes that Ini-
tially, cha structure is at a uniform temperature.

To allow for periodic thermal behavior of the
first wall, we assume that the periodic heat f'uxes
and heat source are applied for t>0, and that Jv'tJ
is of rectangular wave form, i.e..

0, t<0

, n-0 ,1 , . . .

, n-0,1 (5)

In other words, the applied flux, q$(c) (and q?(O)
represents a flux q (and q") which is "on" for
time, ", che plasma burn time, and "off" for time,
T-TI, wich period, ~. In reality, che plasma "on-
off" and burn cycle will look, more like a rasp
function, chat is, current build-up and heating,
followed by a flat-cop and a ramp down co zero.
The rectangular wave form should provide a sacis-
f*ctory description of the tberoal behavior.

3. SOLUTION FOR TIME-DEPENDENT HEAT FLUX AND
HEAT SOURCE

Formulating the equations tha way chat we did
permits us to develop the t rans ient , 3 teady-s tate ,
and steady, periodic s o l u t i o n s co Eqs. ( 1 - 4 ) . For
exoaple , in Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) , s e t t ing $ ( t ) - l for
a l l t allows us eo determine the transient s o l u -
t i o n , or simply, nonsteady temperature history
r e l a t i v e Co s teady-s ta te . Ths combined transient



and steady-state solutions to Eqj. (1-4) for • (£,)-
1 also forms the basis to determine the steady-
periodic temperatures by simply applying Duhaael's
theorem. This is carried out in the next Section.

The solution to Eqs. (1-*) for ?(t)«l is found
by superposition of two solutions, one representing
steady state, u(c,9) and Che other, the transient,
w(r,8,t).

Let

n even, nj2 (13b)

T(r,8,t) - u(r,8)

where

L(u)-HJ - 0 ,

subject to:

k I T ) " <lcoa6

T7J " *
•ft

h
In addition,

L (a) » 0,
subject to:

0

k 4r-\ - hu

Call 3)

and the initial condition, c-0:
u - To-u(r,3)

(6)

(7)

(8a)

(8b)

(9)

C1Q)

Cll)

(12)

(13)

The solutions to Sqs. (7 through 13) are found
by superposition of solutions and the method of
separation of variables. The 3teady-state solution
i3 readily found to be:

QR 2 '— 2

u(t.a) - -rrr- *• a-i

where:

DnR'n'i irk n*

n odd, n>3 (X5c)

The tlae-dependent or transient solution say
be written aa:

ui(r,8,t) » ? 1 an acosnenn(oar)e

(16)
where: U are cylinder functions (or Bessel func-
tions ox order n), and th« a'a are eigenvalues.

The cylinder functions are given by:

V a r ) -

(17)
while the equations to determine the eigenvalues
are given by:

1 J [° n-1 » o aQ a B o j

0,n>0 .

The subscripts on the a's are dropped.
are given by:

(18)

The ...

I 1-

•J (aR )' . (19a)o o i

'VV

1 + . (19b)

All of tha significant, parameters governing
the solution are apparent. la addition to the
Fourier number, Fo«ct/a| and Blot modulus,
Bl'ii&g/k, cha solution la dependent on the
Poaarantaev aodulua [3], Po^Rg/kCto- Tg), and
Kirplchev Modulus, Ki-qR0/k(T0-Ta) (or f in place
of q).



Projection* for future machines indicate clue
heat fluxes"can b« quite high so that on a compara-
tive basis Ki will be greater than Pa. For the
cases investigated, Si is approximately a factor :
of S greatar than Po. This is not to imply that
volumetric heating of the first vail should be ne-
glected relative to surface heat flux when calcul-
acing the first wall temperatures.

4. STEADY PERIODIC TEMPERATURE

The s o l u t i o n to Eq. (1) s u b j e c t to Eqs. ( 2 -
5) fo l lows froa Sq. (16) and a p p l i c a t i o n of
Ouhaoel'3 theorem, i . e . ,

T-T_ • - ,cosnSU 'a
s-1 n-0

dX (20)

where Q is replaced by Q(\), etc., lr. the expres-
sions for a,,)3.

The steady, periodic variation in tempera-
ture aay be found in a number of ways. The method
o; Weber [M is quits general, and has the advant-
age that -he resulting series converges rapidly
for che values of time which are of interest.

The results given in ref. 4 ara immediately
available for any problem in which the solution
for the constant external condition is given as a
3eries of exponentials of the form (-Yn-3t), and
the solution for the external conditions (as well
as the heat source) are represented by Eq. (S), 13
to be obtained by Duhanel's theorem. Rather than
repeat che derivation, we simply state the results
for the integrals for the "on" and "off" periods.

4.1 Solution for the "on" period,

"or the "on" period, we let:

t - r: ••• f ,

where 0<c'<ti , and r i s large. Sett ing:

Y_ - <*Z and 3,(X) - q U ) , q( . \ ) , and qU) ,

ve have to avaluace integrals of che type:

.laics becomes, for lara

j- YCt^-t') Y^-t*)1]

becomes, for large values of r.

(21)

(22)

where i - 1 , 2, , »2-q, and *3»q)

Consequently, for large values of else, the
ssiuzian to £q. (20) .is:

-,. . f V" fai (Wc.cVi )go fa«}

"3 h [ftffih

1 -

I -e

(23)

It can be shown that Eq. (23) can be written as:

T-T_ - T«. -II
s-1 n-0

a ĉ V (a r)
tl 3

(24)

1 - e

The first term, T s s(-u(r,3)), is the steady-state
solution, while the last term represents the
steady, periodic variation of temperature with re-
spect to the "true" steady state. Actually, the
solution turns out to be a perturbation about the
steady state.

4.2 Solution for the "off" period

In an analogous way for the plasma "off"
period, we set:

(25)

where r is again large. For this case:

Y(T-T -t") Y ( T - f )
i e a

(26)

so that the temperature, for large values of else
becomes:

T-T "T " A
s>l

C27)

b - a cos n3 U (a r) , and
n,s n s

1 - e



ALUMINUM:
A«RS/Ri«l.fi92
Ri-O.329em
Q*30W/ee
Si* 10

0.2 0.6 as 1.0

A-l

Figure 2 Radial temperature distribucloa across
Cuba wall

Table 1 Heat transfer properties and parameters

Aluminum Stainless- Stee l

k(W/m K)
P(g/cc)
c(J /g K)
q(W/ca2)'

170.00
2.71
.921

85.00
10.00

18.00
7.97
.500

85.00
10.00

Table 2 First wall temperature difference, Bi-10,
Q-30 W/ce

8»0 9-ir/2 9"it
r/R. SS A l SS A l SS A l

26.03
23.78
28.93

2.80
2.56
3.U

9.50
8.42

10.01

1.02
.90

1.08

5.62 .60
4.92 .53
6.10 .66

1.714*
1.6926

1.625C

NOTE:

172
154
174

a-R

.53

.80

.17

18
16
18

325

.54

.60

.72

cm; 1

50
44
49

'"h

.78

.57

.24

-.35

5.46
4.79
5.29

cm; and

32
28
31

c-

.04

.01

.85

V-

3
3
3

4

.44

.01

.42

cm.

Table 3 First vail temperature difference, Bl-6,
Q«30 W/cc

1
1
1

.714

.692

.625

187.39
168.39
190.8?

20
18
20

.14

.10

.51

58
51
57

.20

.18

.09

6
5
6

.25

.50

.14

36.11
31.53
36.12

3.88
3.39
3.88

Table 4

0.4 ae 0.8 1.0

First wall temperature difference,
Oj-35 W/cc

A-l

Figure 3 Radial temperature distribution across
cube wall

5. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Staady-scata temperature prof i les (tempera-
ture difference above tha aaaa f luid temperature)
shown in Figures 2 and 3 are comparisons between
jluolnun and stainless s tea l tubas for three c i r -
cumferential locations. These materials ara char-
acterized by their thermal conduct iv i t ies , the for-
mer being high while the l a t t er la a low conduc-
t i v i t y aa ter la l . Maximum haat f lux occurs for
3«0. Input for a l l calculations) ara found in
Table 1 . Surface heat flux and volumetric heating
rates aee takar. from r e t . 5 . For comparison, mod-
ern boi ler tube* la powar plant furnaces absorb
•-55 if/cm* on d e a n boiler surfaces. This i s to be
compared with 85 U/cm* for the f i r s t m i l fusion

s
l c

SS

24.05
29.81
39.19

Al

2.58
3.20
4.21

SS Al SS Al

8.69 .93 5.19
1C.99 LIB 6.52
14.91 1.60 3.76

.56

.70

.94

i:692"l55.68 16.73 45.45 4.38 28.37 3.10
1.692b160.9l 17.29 47.98 5.16 30.25 3.25
1.692C169.46 18.21 52.25 5.SI 32.60 3.50
MOTE: a-Bi-10; b-Bi«8; and c-Bl-6.

design. Hhlle the volumetric heating rates are
for stainless steel, the heating rates for Al are
assumed to be the saae. If anything, they would
be slightly lower than stainless steel. As a
consequence of i t s higher thermal conductivity,
this i s not significant since Al exhibits a very
low temperature gradient across the thin tuba
wall. The dominant contribution to tha tempera-
ture variation la from tha surface heat flux, q.
the Blot mrnbcc is fixed for comparison between
the two cases. In real designs, the Blot numbers
would be different for stainless steel and Al.



Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the temperature ac
the Inside wall and outside tube surface for three-
circumferential locations. The first two tables
are for fixed Blot modulus while the inside and
outside tube radii are allowed to vary. The tem-
peratures -in Table 4 are for slightly higher volu-
metric heating rate, 35 tt/cc, compared with 30 tf/cc
for fixed Inside and outside tube radii. The Blot
modulus Is varied. Basically, the results show
that the temperature gradient (cr temperature dif-
ference across the tube wall) Increases with tube
wall thickness. For the range of Blot numbers con-
sidered, the temperature difference, for fixed in-
side and outside tube radii, remains virtually conr

starve tfhat changes, though, are the maximum tem-
peratures as well as the temperature drop between
the inner tube wall and bulk cooling. Increasing
with decreasing Blot modulus. Increasing the volu-
metric heating had very little affect on the
temperature.

The aaxiaum temperature difference, AT,,,,
across the tube wall can be correlated with

I.e..

-R,)/k3 1iT - 0.12

where \ is the wall loading. In this case, the
wall load is defined to be the gross fusion power
divided by che first wall area. This reconfirms
results found elsewhere [2,6] for different first
wall aaterlals as well as boundary conditions.

Table 5 lists a few of the significant eigen-
values for the time-dependent problems as a func-
tion of Blot modulus and tube size. For the cases
studied here, the eigenvalues are large so that the
approach to steady-state temperatures is quite
rapid even for short plasma burn times. The Blot
uadulus is significant for the determination of
the eigenvalues. The implicate a Is that one would
like to operate the coolant ducts at as high a heat
transfer coefficient as possible to achieve steady-
state behavior in as short a time as possible with-
in ;h« plasma burn time. Numerical evaluation of
Eq. (24) indicates that steady state is achieved
vithin a few seconds in the plasma burn.

For the cases studied, the Infinite series
In Eqs. (24 and 27) can be represented by a single
term (only one eigenvalue is required), or to a
good approximation within a few percent of the
more exact solution.

-Ka2t'
T-Tfl - Tss (1-e

 s ) , "on"

and

- « > " , "off"

(28)

(29)
T"TB * TSS *

This is significant since it permits one to study
the steady, periodic behavior of the first wall
with a relatively simple set of equations for de-
sign purposes. Of course, the eigenvalues still
need to be obtained. An examination of £q. (28)
indicates that reducing the plasma burn time re-
duces the rate of approach to steady state.

Froa a thermal standpoint results from this
study indicate the advantages which would accrue
using a high thermal conductivity material such as
Al in the design of the first wall. The tube wall
thickness has been kept rather thin, the point
being that for stainless steel rather large temper-
ature drops can occur for thin wall (̂ 2 mm) struc-
tures as well as high surface temperatures. In-
creasing the tube thickness implies larger increas-
es to thermal response and will impose intoler-
able thermal stress problem. The study indicates
that significantly thicker wall structures could be
made out of Al. This Is significant in view of the
fact that the first wall will undergo some degrada-
tion, that is material loss due to sputtering and
erosion. Added significance is achieved by con-
sidering the desirability of low activation blanket
structures. ?ery pure Al can be used for first
walls to shorten the waiting period for contact
maintenance, if not on the wall itself, chen on
nearby reactor components with a modest amount of
shielding.
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NOMENCLATURE

A '
3i '

c '
h

Ki

racio of inside co outside radii,
31ot number - hftj/k,
specific heat. J/ksk,
heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K,
Kirpichev modulus • qRa/k(T0-TB),

- operator, k ( (r — ) + — -—
\r 3r \ 3r/ r" 36 y

» operator, (-3/3C + L/oc),
Pomerancsev modulus - QR(j-/k(T0-T3),

q - surface heae flux, W/m2,
0 » average volumetric heating,
r " radial cordinate, m,
R^ - inside tube radius, m,
Rg • outside tube radius, m,
c • cine, sec,
T - temperacure, K,
< • thermal dlffuslvicy, m^/s, and
? " density, kg/m3.
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Subscript!)

• bulk coolant, and
• initial time.

1. INTRODUCTION

In che design of fusion reactor blanket3, che
firsc wall, i.e., the firsc material surface to
interface che plasma, is a critical region since
all of the emissions from a reacting plasma may
intersect this wall. These include ions and neu-
tral particles, primary neucrons, x-rays
(Bremsscrahlung) and cyclotron radiation. In ad-
dition, scaccered neucrons and gamma radiation
generated in che blanket regions exterior to the
first wall are also imposed on it. Finally, deu-
terium-tritium gas surrounding the plasma may re-
act chemically wlch che firsc wall aacerials. One
result of these many interactions is che genera-
don of appreciable hesc which can be up to 20* of
Che plasma oucpuc. In mosc analyses, these af-
fects are lumped into a radiant flux incident on
the firsc wall, i.e., an applied surface heat flux
boundary condition. A number of ideas have been
set forch Co accommodate the high heat fluxes and
neutron/gamma heat generation in first walls. A
feacure common to several of the designs is an
array of cubes or tube-bank forming the first
wall.

To gain some appreciation of the heat trans-
fer problems of the first wall, it is convenient
to first categorize che operating regimes of a
fusion reaccor under normal and off-noraal condi-
tions. Under normal operation, we consider re-
actor scarcup which is associated with initial
plasma fueling. This is a transient condition.
Assuming chat the plasma b u m is long enough so
thac the firsc wall coolant velocity, pressure,
temperatures, etc., do noc change with time, a
steady-state mnde of operacion or condition may be
postulated. Lastly, under normal operacion, there
is plasma shutdown, e.g., plasma pumpdown for re-
moval of "ash" or impurities or che need to carry
ou: aaintanance during the "off" period.

Off-normal conditions can result as a conse-
quence of plasma disruptions, a.3., che plasma
becomes unstable and dumps its energy to the first
wall in a very shore period of time, (milliseconds)
resulting In melting and vaporization of che firs:
wall. Loss-of-coolant, or coolant blockage in che
firsc wall could likewise result In off-normal
conditions.


